
Phonics Scavenger Hunt

Activity
Learners search the learning environment for objects beginning with the ‘b’ sound.

Learners capture a series of short video recordings of these objects in Clips.

Learners present their findings by adding posters, labels and emojis to their recordings in Clips.

     

Clips
Clips is a great place to film and organise multiple pieces of information. In Clips, learners 
can easily add images and video while providing a spoken narrative.  The meaning of these 
recordings can be enhanced by the use of posters, labels and stickers.

Preparation
Learners are familiar with basic sound/letter relationships and spelling patterns. 

Learners are familiar with the ‘b’ sound and have brainstormed some words beginning with ‘b’.

Curriculum Links
English - Writing - Phonics and Word Knowledge
Foundation - Level 2

Related Ideas
• In English (or Language Other Than English), learners hunt for objects containing specific letter blends, 

digraphs, diphthongs, or other spelling patterns. 

• In Maths, learners hunt for colours, textures, patterns, numbers, shapes, lines of symmetry or types of 
angles.

• Learners take photographs of objects beginning with various sounds/letters/blends and use Keynote to 
mask images with shapes of the relevant letters (see https://bit.ly/2tD8wKG for example and link to letter 
shape templates). Learners add voice recordings saying the words/sounds. 

https://bit.ly/2tD8wKG
https://bit.ly/2tD8wKG


 Have a go.

1. Open            and tap            to begin a new project.

2.
To add a poster, tap on                         above the red record button. Select a poster style and tap on 
the text to change it (e.g. ‘b’ words). Hold                       to animate the poster and record voice 
reading the text (speak while holding red record button).

3.
Find object beginning with the ‘b’ sound.  Tap                     and hold                         for 3 seconds to 
record an image of the object and record voice saying the name of the object (speak while holding 
red record button).

4. Tap on the thumbnail of the clip you have created at the bottom-left of the screen.

5. Tap                .  Select a label style to add to the clip. Tap on the label to change the text.

6.

Tap                 to the left of the space bar to start dictation. Say the name of the object. Tap               

to end dictation.
OR

Start typing the word and use predictive text suggestions at the top of the keyboard to complete the 
word.

7. Select and tap again on the label text. Select ‘Speak’ to have the text read aloud. If the word is not 
spelled correctly, repeat Step 6 above.

8. Drag label text to position on the clip. Pinch label text to increase or decrease size.

9. Select a relevant emoji to add to the clip. Drag emoji to position on the clip and pinch to increase or 
decrease size.

10. Tap                 then                  to finish editing the clip.  Repeat Steps 3-9 for more objects.   

11. Tap                 to add a soundtrack. 
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